
GUARDIAN TRAVEL WRITING AWARDS ON RESUME

Clare Whitmell dissects the victorious applications from a recent professional CV writing competition and highlights the
techniques you should.

But the best way to mitigate over or under-formatting your document is simply to print it out and show it to
people. List areas of expertise, whether SEO copy, brochures, annual reports, etc. Here are some techniques
the winners used to create outstanding, attention-grabbing CVs for graduates. Be aware that if you do not
mention your A-level grades or the university you attended, for example, recruiters may conclude that you
have something to hide. Highlight student awards, promotions or competitions you've won. Look at them all!
First, you have to keep seeing it on the page, so don't spend too long editing your CV on the screen before you
print it out to take a look. This CV type is for individuals who freelance, contract and have a degree of
expertise which makes them a valuable commodity. Share via Email And the winner is Bring in details about
marking or setting exams or student assessments. These things can, and do, happen. Any way that you can
back up your ability to apply the theory in practice will be what interests a prospective employer the most.
Does that reflect the three-plus years you spent studying and self-motivating? Be it a plumber, vision mixer or
interim manager, this portfolio CV template is designed to elevate your expertise and show how your superior
knowledge helps businesses to get things done well, on time and to budget. What should I aim for in showing
my teaching experience? Clare Whitmell dissects the CVs of resume award winners. Your future boss will be
interested in finding out how you would do the job, and you can communicate that even with a
qualifications-based CV. Never include foot notes and references â€” this is not an academic article - but
guard against being too casual. Where do you start? Include obvious information such as courses taught or
designed, the name of the institution and whether it is under or post graduate. Demonstrating your expertise
through the way that you promote yourself will also impress â€” a one-and-a-half minute video clip conveys
an awful lot more about you than a four page CV. The winning CVs. Only include details of similar roles
outside of the academic community as a last resort. Communicate your area of research clearly and concisely.
Paper, module, unit, or course? Browse Guardian Jobs or sign up to Guardian Careers for the latest job
vacancies and career advice Topics. They should all be academics and all people you have worked with. Just
your name. Everybody admires endeavour and commitment; these are yours to claim. The general rules are to
be concise and clear, choose words carefully and use the vocabulary of your research subject where
appropriate. Include funding awards too. This is by no means an exclusively Cambridge phenomenon. Before
you start Most candidates will start by writing down all the skills they think are valuable and then build their
CV around them. Focus on interesting, productive and active hobbies such as sports, travelling, writing or
crafts, as these will enable you to demonstrate desirable traits such as proactivity, organisation and social
skills. I don't mind'. Photograph: Alamy Writing a CV for the first time is a challenging task, which can leave
many graduates and school-leavers feeling stuck, staring at a blank page and wondering where to begin.
Numbers quantify achievement and show scope.


